This year’s recipient of the 2016 Missional Offering for the Alabama-West
Florida Conference is the Disaster Response & Recovery Ministry. This team
is committed to providing the loving presence of Christ as we respond to
natural disasters within our conference and across the connection. The ministry
provides a framework of resources and training for the local church and district,
thus strengthening response within our communities.
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Trained AWF Conference Early Response Teams (ERT) enter a disaster recovery
area upon invitation. The ministry programs are developed to build and deploy
trained volunteer teams to begin the relief process of cleanup and debris removal
after first responders have been into the area. Early response training covers the
basics of early disaster response, including roof tarping, cleaning out damaged
homes, spiritual and emotional care, team protocols, and more.
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The Disaster Response & Recovery Ministry has established protocol when
responding to disasters. Many times, this group is in an area long term, helping
families that would not otherwise be assisted after a disaster. Each district has at
least one disaster response coordinator. Their role is to help assess any damage
in their designated area after a storm. After this initial assessment, they report to
their district superintendent and the conference disaster response coordinator.
In the past ten years, the Alabama-West Florida Disaster Response & Recovery
Ministry has directed eight in-conference recoveries and participated in several
out-of-conference recoveries. Currently the conference has three ongoing
recoveries including Elba, Century and Ferry Pass and has been requested to
respond in Mississippi and Louisiana.
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In the spring of 2014, Pensacola, FL, experienced historic flooding that the area
had not seen in hundreds of years. Had it not been for this team, many citizens
in the area would not have been able to rebuild their homes. Through volunteer
manpower and construction materials purchased through donations, they were
able to rebuild their lives.. This is the case after many natural disasters in our
area. From Hurricane Ivan to the Gulf Oil Spill to the flooding in Pensacola, the
AWF Disaster Response & Recovery Ministry has been present for months and
sometimes even years after every single disaster. Our expertise in developing
long-term recovery programs has enabled us to help those without resources and
hope for recovering.
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We invite you to give generously to this ministry that has helped thousands over
the years. It’s not if, it’s when. Natural Disasters will always be present and we
must be ready to appropriately respond. This offering will be collected at the
opening worship service on Sunday, June 12, 2016, at Frazer Memorial United
Methodist Church. You may also donate online at
www.awfumc.org/disasteroffering.
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